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Halloween superstitions 

 

Vocabulary 

Superstition   This is a belief that is linked to culture. They tell you things that you must  

or must not do and are believed to give you either good or bad luck. An 

example is the number 13. Many people believe that this is an unlucky 

number and will try to avoid it. 

Superstitious   This describes the person who believes in superstitions. 

Mystery    A mystery is something where no one knows the answer to something.  

No one can explain the answer or reason why. 

 

Introduction 

Halloween has always been a holiday full of superstitions and mystery. If you are superstitious 

then I suggest reading the ones below, so you don’t give yourself bad luck on Halloween night. 

 

1. Some people believe that anyone born on Halloween has the ability to see and talk to dead 

people. If you have this ability you are known as a medium.  

 

2.   If you light an orange candle at midnight on 

Halloween and let it burn till sunrise, it will bring you 

good luck.  

 

However, if the candle blows out, it is a sign that evil 

ghosts are nearby. So be careful not to let it blow 

out, or else! Keep the windows closed and hope for 

the best! 

 

3. It is believed that witches can change into black cats. Furthermore, if a black cat was to walk 

in front of you, you would have to turn around and go back because many people believe if 

you continue, bad luck will happen. Also, if you hurt a black cat on Halloween you'll have seven 

years of bad luck. In addition, if a black cat meows near your front door or near your window, 

death will soon happen in the family.  

 

Here’s some friendly advice for those of you that have a black cat. I suggest asking your friend, 

or someone you don’t like, to look after it on Halloween night.   

 

And for those of you that are feeling brave and want to meet a witch, you have to put your 

clothes on inside out and walk backwards on Halloween night. Then at midnight you would 

see a Witch. Are you brave enough to see if this superstition is true? Try it next October 31st. 
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Let the journey of discovery begin 

 

 

 

4.  If you see a spider on Halloween, don’t kill it because it might be the spirit of a    

dead family member who has come to watch over you. So, just say hi, keep calm,  

and carry on!  

 

Or, if you have any English tea, make it a nice cup of tea, relax, and chat    

about some good old times [Good memories in the past]. 

 

 

5. If a bat flies around your house three times on Halloween night, someone 

in the house is going to die. So I suggest not living anywhere near bats or 

bad luck might happen. 

 

 

6. If you hear footsteps behind you on Halloween, whatever you  

do, don’t turn around and look because it might be Death himself.     

His name is the Grim Reaper. The belief is that if you look Death in  

the face he will come for you within the next year. 

 

So, keep calm, don’t turn around, and run home as fast as you can!  

 

 

7. Girls who carry a lamp to a spring on Halloween night can see their future 

husband in the reflection of the water. But be careful, because they might 

turn out to be very, very ugly!  

 

So good luck, and I hope that he is the prince that you have been looking for. 


